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For those that lived through that era, probably resonates as one of the most innovative and
exciting years of the entire decade. It was the year that the Human Genome Project began, a
study which would help science understand and map the genetic structure of the human body.
Recognizing a need to make their cars more secure for the customers who were purchasing
them, General Motors introduced a new security technology as a standard feature on all
Corvettes. The results of this technology was significant enough to prompt many automotive
insurance companies to reduce their comprehensive premium rates for Corvettes equipped with
VATS by percent. ABS was relatively new in and its usage was limited mainly to high-cost
luxury cars. Still other, less notable but equally significant changes were made. Although the
replacement heads were delayed until well into the middle of the model year, they proved to be
a most valuable addition. The replacement heads incorporated centrally located copper-core
spark plugs for better combustion. They also included larger intake ports and sintered-metal
valve seats. Each Corvette was painted a two-tone paint scheme: Silver Beige over Black. All of
the Malcolm Konner Special Edition cars were coupes. Twenty were built with manual
transmissions while the other thirty were fitted with automatics. All had graphite leather
interiors. Other mechanical changes were made to the Corvette as well, though none provided
any performance improvement. However, for the Z51 package, the tires continued to be Ps. The
overall size of the fuel tank was reduced by two gallons on automatic Corvette models.
Cosmetic, but functional, changes were also introduced on the Corvette. Above the rear hatch
window, a high-mounted stop lamp was added. Elsewhere, small changes appeared throughout
the car. In the cockpit, the LCD instruments were re-angled to aid in daytime legibility. Despite
the re-angling, the digital dashboard continued to be a problem during daytime operation of the
Corvette. As an interesting side note, the shift indicator light was tied into all automatic
transmissions as well. Because the absence of the roof pillar and other supporting hardware
would increase body flex in the car, reinforcement was applied to the frame cross member in
front of the engine. Larger X-braces were added to tie door-hinge pillars to the rear chassis
torque boxes and larger K-shape braces were used to connect the under engine member to the
frame rails. Additional structural reinforcements were added to the cowl structure, including the
steering column, its mounts, the front torque box and the dashboard mounting beam. Similarly,
a crossbeam was added to the rear torque box, and the steel rider behind the seats became a
sturdier, double-wall structure. Although the Corvette did not see any track time as a race car
when introduced, was still a significant year for Corvette Racing. It was the year that Tommy
Milner, driver of the 3 Compuware C6. R Corvette, entered the world. Milner was born on
January 28, in Washington D. This pairing of youth and experience proved to be a winning
combination as, in his rookie year, Milner helped Beretta bring the No. Subtle cosmetic changes
were made for the convertible as well, although the Corvette maintained a clear likeness to its
coupe counterpart. For one, the rear center taillight was moved from the rear deck lid glass and
was instead inserted in the upper center of the rear bumper fascia, just above the rear Corvette
nameplate. The new Corvette convertible was only fifty pounds heavier than the coupe and,
because of the careful attention spent in reinforcing its structural design, was actually more
rigid than the coupe, proving that the convertible could be as competitively functional as the
coupe. Of course, this type of additional innovation carried additional cost, and the convertible
Corvette was no exception. With the exception of safety-conscious strobe lights, a pair of five
point harnesses driver and passenger , and an onboard fire system, the yellow, horsepower
convertible that led the pace lap on May 31, was nearly identical to all other Corvette
convertibles sold to the public that year. Interestingly, the arrival of the new Corvette
Convertible in resulted in less than stellar sales. While there was certainly no question that
Corvette engineers, workers and fans alike welcomed back the nostalgia-filled convertible, its
price proved to put the car just out of reach for most consumers looking to purchase a
convertible sports car that year. Instead, sales of the Z51 Corvette continued to lead the way,
although this option was only made available in coupe form. Even with its integral X-member
reinforcement, the convertible chassis was still no match for the hearty, bone chattering Z51
performance package. In all, 35, Corvettes were sold in While this number was still considered
to be very respectable, it was the second year in a row that overall Corvette sales numbers had
slipped. Despite these diminished numbers, there was no question that Corvette was continuing
to move in the right direction. The last six digits begin at and run thru , accounting for each of
the 27, Corvette Coupes and the last six digits begin at and run thru , accounting for each of the
7, Corvette Convertibles built in The Check digit is used to calculate the characters in the serial
number and gives it a single digit code that can be used to verify the serial number is legitimate.
For all Corvettes, the Vehicle Identification Number was stamped on a plate on the inner vertical
surface of the left windshield pillar visible through the windshield. The Recall Began On October
18, The Recall Began During November No serial data communications using the tech 1 with a

or newer Camaro, Firebird or Corvette with a 5. Sit bulletin The following list of common issues
is intended for individual reference only, and may not reflect the specific issues of every
Corvette. While the intent of this page is to identify the common issues pertaining to the
Corvette, it is not an all-inclusive list and should be used for reference only. Engine is known to
seize when water enters the engine air intake system. The air cleaner located directly in the
nose of the engine allows water to flow into the cylinder chamber which causes engine lock up.
Water can be pulled into the air intake system by the movement of air from the radiator fan
when it is collected on the front air spoiler. Engine stalls, surges and runs rough as the direct
result of malfunctioning computer control module. Fuel injectors are a common issue on early
model C4 Corvettes. The most common failure of the injectors is an electrical short in the
injector itself, which causes the entire injector bank to malfunction. Fuel injection failure can be
severe enough to prevent Corvette from starting. The intake manifolds are known to develop
leaks. The lower end of the intake manifolds tend to leak both coolant and oil. The engine oil
leaks most commonly occur on the flat side of the manifold while coolant tends to leak most
heavily around the corners. The transmission overdrive engages erratically due to a faulty
control assembly. This condition can prevent the transmission from shifting into higher gears.
Anti-lock braking system known to fail, causing brakes to lock up. The ABS system can also
cause erratic pulsating in the braking system, even when brake pedal is fully depressed. ABS
relays and sensors are known to corrode due to moisture damage in a sealed compartment,
causing loss of braking power. The front computer controlled power disc brakes are known to
fail. When current passes thru a key with the correct resistor pellet, it sends a signal to the ECM,
and then closes the starter circuit. Since VATS is not connected to the alarm system, it is active
even if if the car is left unlocked or the alarm system is defeated. The main problem with the
VATS system occurred primarily during the first three years of its production The issue was
with the material that the contacts of both the ignition key and ignition cylinder were made of.
This TSB included the part number for a new ignition cylinder that has better contacts. Keys
were also updated that were slightly longer and included better contacts. These corrections
virtually eliminated VATS problems caused by internal connection issues. New design is known
to fail prematurely. Noise is particularly notable during acceleration. The Neutral Safety Switch
is known to malfunction, allowing the Corvette to be started while in reverse. There are a
number of fiberglass body panel components that are known to fail. These include faulty hood
seals, leaky roof seals and deteriorating firewalls. The shoulder harness fails when the
anchoring system breaks, thereby eliminating effectiveness of restraint system. A number of
cases have been reported that state that the Corvette has erratic acceleration issues. In several
instances, erratic acceleration is unexplained. It has resulted in loss of control and vehicle
damage. Horn Operation â€” Blow the horn occasionally to make sure it works. Check all button
locations. Brake System Operation â€” Be alert to abnormal sounds, increased brake pedal
travel or repeated pulling to one side when braking. Also, if a brake warning light comes on or
flashes, or the anti-lock if equipped comes on or remains on, something may be wrong with part
of the braking system. Have it inspected and repaired at once. Exhaust System Operation â€”
Be alert to any changes in the sound of the system or any smell of fumes. These are signs the
system may be leaking or overheating. Tire and Wheel Operation â€” Be alert to a vibration of
the steering wheel or seat at normal highway speeds. This may mean a wheel balance is
needed. Also, a pull right or left on a straight, level road may show the need for a tire pressure
adjustment or wheel alignment. Steering System Operation â€” Be alert to changes in steering
action. An inspection is needed when the steering wheel is harder to turn or has too much free
play or if unusual sounds are noted when turning or parking. Headlight Aim Operation â€” Take
note of light pattern occasionally. Engine Oil Level Check â€” Check engine oil level and add if
necessary. Replace if dirty or rusty. NOTE: A large loss in this system may indicate a problem.
Light Operation Check â€” Check operation of license plate light, side-marker lights, headlights
including high beams, parking lights, taillights, brake lights, turn signals, backup lights,
instrument panel and interior lights and hazard warning flashers. Fluid Leak Check â€” After the
car has been parked for a while, inspect the surface beneath the car for water, oil, fuel or other
fluids. Water dripping from the air conditioning system after use is normal. If you notice fuel
leaks or fumes, the cause should be found and corrected at once. NOTE: A low fluid level can
indicate worn disc brake pads which may need to be serviced. Clutch System Service â€”
Manual Transmissions â€” For cars equipped with hydraulic clutch systems, check the
reservoir fluid level and add fluid as required. All others, check clutch pedal free travel and
adjust as necessary. If equipped with manual transmission â€” check fluid in the overdrive unit
and add as required. Tire and Wheel Inspection and Rotation â€” Check tires for abnormal wear
or damage. Also, check for damaged wheels. To equalize tire wear and obtain maximum tire life,
it is suggested that tires be rotated at 7, miles 12, kilometers followed by 15, miles 25,

kilometers thereafter. Brake Systems Inspection â€” For convenience, the following should be
done when wheels are removed for rotation: Inspect lines and hoses for proper hookup,
binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Inspect disc brake pads for wear and rotors for surface
condition. Also inspect drum brake linings for wear and cracks if applicable. Inspect other brake
parts, including drums, wheel cylinders, parking brake, etc. Check parking brake adjustment.
Steering, Suspension and Front Drive Axle Boot and Seal Inspection â€” Inspect front and rear
suspension and steering system for damaged, loose or missing parts, signs of wear or lack of
lubrication. Inspect power steering lines and hoses for proper hookup, binding, leaks, cracks,
chafing, etc. On cars equipped with manual steering gear, check for seal leakage. Replace seals
if necessary. Exhaust System Inspection â€” Inspect complete system. Inspect boy near the
exhaust system. Look for broken, damaged, missing or out-of-position parts as well as open
seams, holes, loose connections or other conditions which could cause a heat build up in the
floor pan or could let exhaust fumes seep into the trunk or passenger compartment. Throttle
Linkage Inspection â€” Inspect for interference, binding , damaged or missing parts. Engine
Drive Belts Inspection â€” Inspect all belts for cracks, fraying and wear. Adjust or replace as
needed. Rear Axle Service â€” Check gear lubricant level and add if needed. Cars equipped with
limited-slip differential should have gear lubricant and any required additives drained and
refilled at 7, miles 12, kilometers. Power Antenna â€” Clean and then lubricate power antenna
mast. The proper lubricant should be used. Lap and Shoulder Belts Condition and Operation
â€” Inspect belt system, including webbing, buckles, latch plates, retractors, guide loops and
anchors. Seatback Latch and Recliner Operation â€” Be sure seatbacks latch using mechanical
latches. Make sure the recliner is holding by pushing and pulling on the top of the seatback
while it is reclined. Spare Tire and Jack Storage â€” Be alert to rattles in rear of car. Make sure
the spare tire, all jacking equipment, any tire inflator and any covers or doors are securely
stowed at all times. Oil jack ratchet or screw mechanism after each use. Key Lock Service â€”
Lubricate key lock cylinder at least annually. Body Lubrication Service â€” Lubricate all body
door hinges including the tailgate if equipped. Also lubricate the body hood, fuel door and rear
compartment hinges and latches including interior glove box and counsel doors, and any
folding seat hardware. Do not use the accelerator pedal. If the engine starts, be ready to turn off
the ignition promptly. Take these precautions because the car could possibly move without
warning and possibly cause personal injury or property damage. On automatic transmission
cars, try to start the engine in each gear. The starter should crank only when the clutch is fully
depressed. To reduce the risk of personal injury or property damage, be prepared to apply the
regular brakes promptly if the car begins to move. Underbody Flushing â€” At least every
spring, flush from the underbody with plain water any corrosive materials used for ice and snow
removal and dust control. Take care to thoroughly clean any areas where mud and other debris
can collect. Sediment packed in closed areas of the vehicle should be loosened before being
flushed. Engine Cooling System Service â€” Inspect coolant and freeze protection. If dirty or
rusty, drain, flush and refill with new coolant. This provides proper freeze protection, corrosion
inhibitor level and engine operating temperature. Inspect hoses and replace if cracked, swollen
or deteriorated. Tighten hose clamps. Clean outside of radiator and air conditioning condenser.
Wash radiator filler can and neck. To help ensure proper operation, a pressure test of both the
cooling system and cap is also recommended. Learn more. Download Corvette Dealers Sales
Brochure. Where are you finding this code? Have just bought a , it has a thousand miles, the
anti-skid light comes on occasionally and a few times the brakes have bunched up, pushed
back while not stopping as quick. But worst the instrument panel use mystery: Like which turns
on the lights, or flips up the hidden lights. Only experience I had with Vets was at 17 right before
I enlisted in the military bought a really beat up , front end had to be replaced, was by Wood of
LA. But did not get to drive until 7 months, later then sold it. Was a bulky six with automatic two
speed, it had no fringes or much speed: Anyway this 74 year old veteran needs someone who
owns one of these to help me sort this thing out. Work at Sears Point Raceway northern
California so usually can get advice from the students at the two race school instructors for
tickets: But track season closed, corvette is a gift-project-to myself to stop cabin fever: Help:
Joe. Your email address will not be published. By using this form you agree with the storage
and handling of your data by this website. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Share Tweet. Corvette
Generation. C4 Corvette. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
See all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.
By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Fiberglass
body, unibody construction with partial, front frame including both steel and stainless steel
components. Single fiberglass composite mono-leaf transverse spring with unequal-length
aluminum control arms and stabilizer bar. Make of Car. Check Digit. Set an alert to be notified of

new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Gateway
Classic Cars St. Louis is proud to have for sale this Chevrolet Corvette. The thing we Dealership
Showcased. Produced from to , the Chevrolet Corvette C4 was redesigned wi From the estate of
a car collector that bought it new. Auction Vehicle. White with red interior,93k miles. This h
Private Seller. New carpet kit in black from Refine Search? Also be
1998 ford escort zx2 belt diagram
350z crank position sensor
1998 jeep cherokee
sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just
under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a
tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and
later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in
Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent
suspension with active handling. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app.
Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.

